An on-the-fly, self-localization system is developed for mobile robot which is operative in a 3D environment with elaborative 3D landmarks. The robot estimates its pose recursively through a MAP estimator that incorporates the information collected from odometry and unidirectional camera. We build the nonlinear models for these two sensors and maintain that the uncertainty manipulation of robot motion and inaccurate sensor measurements should be embedded and tracked throughout our system. We describe the uncertainty framework in a probabilistic geometry viewpoint and use unscented transform to propagate the uncertainty, which undergoes the given nonlinear functions. Considering the processing power of our robot, image features are extracted in the vicinity of corresponding projected features. In addition, data associations are evaluated by statistical distance. Finally, a series of systematic experiments are conducted to prove the reliable and accurate performance of our system. Key words Vision-based self-localization, MAP estimation, multi sensor fusion, unscented transformation, uncertainty propagation
In retrospect of self-localization, many vision-based self-localization systems have been developed for mobile robot [1] . One choice is based on geometric reasoning methods, [2−3] applied Hough transform to global localization. However, they are sensitive to sensor noise and may not provide an accurate pose estimate. Another framework is image retrieval system, and researchers have successfully localized the robot based on the appearance [4−6] of the environment or SVM method [7] . The drawback is that a large database has to be kept in robot memory for classification.
Experiments indicate that a reliable localization system should explicitly represent and maintain the uncertainty inherent in the available information [8−9] . Therefore, localization system could be designed in a probabilistic manner. [10−14] summarize some popular probabilistic methods in which Markov [15] , Mont Carlo [16] , and particle filter [17−18] hold the probability likelihood to represent the robot state belief. However, calculation of the Bayesian integration requires a huge computation, which may prevent their applications to robot vision. Another choice is extended Kalman filter [19−21] . This approach takes a linearization step with explicitly analytical Jacobian matrices. As known, in some cases, the matrices are difficult to obtain due to the complicated nonlinear transform. Moreover, the linearization might lead to the filter instability if the time step intervals are not sufficiently small [22] . In this paper, a vision-based self-localization system is developed based on our SmartROB2 mobile robot. Our design pattern focuses on the following issues: Problem 1. How to design a vision-based selflocalization system in a new viewpoint? This system can provide an accurate pose estimate with a more reasonable and efficient uncertainty manipulation.
Problem 2. Considering run-time coordinations among subprograms of the localization task, how to make use of the resource-constrained RTOS of an embedded robot platform?
The new standpoint we emphasis on is that we do not describe the design of self-localization method as a traditional state-estimate problem but as a statistical parameter estimate problem. That is, given a set of training classes previously constructed from 3D environmental information, there exists an unknown random vector (robot pose) evolved by a certain dynamic function with prior PDF. When the vector travels in the parameter space, some conditional events will generate from certain PDF of the given classes. Therefore, the robot could integrate these available events containing the external information to estimate the a posterior probability likelihood of such unknown vector. We choose MAP [23] (Maximum a posterior) method, which is computationally direct and has experimentally been shown to work well [24] . We consider the uncertainty inherent in the localization process and give explicitly analytical solution using unscented transform (UT) [25] . The UT applies the nonlinear function to a minimal set of sample points and yields more accurate statistical value than linear methods. Therefore, information and its uncertainty can be propagated through nonlinear transform without calculating Jacobian matrices.
Because of the limited resources, the system is developed based on concurrently hierarchical frame instead of inefficient serial processing mode. The former fulfills on-the-fly localization when there are several collaborative subprograms in localization task. Moreover, we carefully design an effective map using line segment with directional information to improve feature detection and data association. This paper is organized as follows. We describe firstly the map modeling, self-localization algorithm and logic framework of our system. In Section 1, scene prediction is presented based on the camera model. Section 2 expatiates the manipulations of uncertainty related to our system, and how the uncertainty assists the image processing and data association. Finally, the experimental results are given.
1 Vision-based self-localization
Map modeling
As shown in Fig. 1 , in the world coordinate the global map MW consists of a set of 3D line segments that describe the line features in a whole soccer field. The primitive element, m i W ∈ MW , is defined as a directional line segment, i.e., Compared with the topological map [26] or the map that is defined only by 3D points [27] , our map can provide abundant information and is more efficient in manipulation. T is regarded as an unknown parameter. We suppose this parameter is driven by a Gaussian process
where f (ϕ ϕ ϕ, u u u) is the dead-reckoning function [28] , which is used to model the differential odometer of our robot; u u u is input and ν ν ν is additive Gaussian white noise. The associated covariance P k+1|k of prior estimate ϕ ϕ ϕ k+1|k is computed by unscented transform.
We assume ϕ ϕ ϕ obey the distribution of the a priori Gaussian PDF, which evaluates the statistical distance between ϕ ϕ ϕ and the prior estimate ϕ ϕ ϕ k+1|k , i.e.,
Estimation of ϕ ϕ ϕ also depends on the information Dn = {d1, d2, · · · , dn}, n < N available during process (2) 
where ξ ξ ξ ∼ N (0, R) is the additive noise. We will detail (4) later in Section 2.
Assume that each observation sample di generates independently from a joint parametric conditional PDF p(Dn|ϕ ϕ ϕ)
The problem is then viewed as searching the optimal parameterφ ϕ ϕ, which maximizes the posterior probability p(ϕ ϕ ϕ|Dn) based on the MAP estimator, i.e.,
Transform (6) into an equivalent optimization form
where the first term
where variable P = ln |8π 3 P k+1|k |. After optimizing (7), the covariance matrixP of ϕ ϕ ϕ can be estimated according to the regression analysis proposed by [29] .
where matrix H represents the Hessian of the objective function. The robot pose and covariance can be updated by fusing the information of odometry and visual observations.
System architecture
Here, we summarize the software framework of our self-localization system for SmartROB2 robot. The selflocalization task is developed by Oberon system and implemented on native XO/2 RTOS [30] . The system can be logically divided into three layers, and each layer implements as a concurrent and collaborative subtask.
1) Perception layer (PL): In this underlying layer, a serving thread responds to detect of the sensors states, allocating sensor buffers, and online correcting the image distortion caused by the fish-eye camera. Another thread also keeps track of its communication between information processing layer (IPL) and receives sate feedback from data fusion layer (DFL).
2) Information processing layer: The received information from PL unfolds into image data, robot pose ϕ ϕ ϕ k+1|k , and its covariance P k+1|k . Image processing unit (IPU) then use the initial scene estimated by ϕ ϕ ϕ k+1|k and 3D map MW to extract the corresponding image features.
3) Data Fusion Layer: As system kernel, it manipulates the information from each layer and uses MAP estimator to perform multi-sensor fusion for the a posterior pose and its covariance. Finally, our system adopts the motion compensation [31−32] procedure to compensate the robot movement for the system-processing delay.
Scene prediction
When camera parameters and ϕ ϕ ϕ are given, the robot can predict where in a captured image the map lines should be visible.
Generating model point
As shown in Fig. 3 , we assume that camera optical center OC and ZR axes of robot are collinear, α is the pan angle, xC axis is parallel to the ground. Function projp projects a random point p p p
This function firstly transforms p p p 
where p p p 
After some functional decompositions and variable substitutions, the projected v v v i I can be formulated as
where H is the distance between OC and OR. Similarly, we can obtain the vector n n n i I corresponding to n n n i W .
Generating scene feature
The scene feature is represented in the Hough domain using the above results aŝ
where function T transforms p p p 
Uncertainty manipulations
We describe here the uncertainty manipulation for robot motion, image processing, and data association. As shown in Fig. 3 , the uncertainty of robot motion may inevitably disturb the projected feature of line. In this case, both the descriptions and coordinates of uncertainty are changed when the random vector is transformed by (2) and (4). We model these operations in a probability geometric manner [32] and hold the Gaussian assumption owing to the central limit theorem [33] .
Uncertainty propagation
Instead of linearizing (2) and (4) with respect to ϕ ϕ ϕ, we use unscented transform to capture the statistical properties of ϕ ϕ ϕ ∈ R n×1 . The uncertainty propagation related to (2) includes the following steps: Fig. 3 Scene prediction Vol. 34
• Select sample σ σ σj from jth row or column of matrix ± √ nP k .
• Construct the set of sigma points
• Use (2) to transform each sigma point X X X j k into X X X j k+1 .
• Let W 
For propagating the uncertainty through (4) with respect to ϕ ϕ ϕ, we observe the following rules:
• Select sample κ κ κj from jth row or column of matrix ± nP k+1|k .
• Apply (4) • Let W 
Image processing and data association
We just process the gray images to reduce the data transfer on bus and computation cost. In Fig. 4(a) , the visible m i W is projected to its corresponding featureŶ Y Y i. Its covariance Σ ρθ with respect ϕ ϕ ϕ to is calculated by UT. We then use the search strategy within the area determined by σ σ σρ. Generally, there is a slight difference betweenŶ Y Y i and the corresponding image edge Y Y Y j . The searching algorithms start from a random point on the given line, and then each pixel along direction n n n i I is convoluted to obtain the magnitude and direction of gradient. Once the magnitude is above a certain threshold and the gradient is opposite to vector n n n i I , the pixel is regarded as a candidate edge pixel. Search algorithms then change to the gradient direction (DG) and terminate until the gradient magnitude is below the given threshold. Thus, real edge pixels are determined by selecting the one with the maximal magnitude from candidates. When two points are found, the corresponding image edge Y Y Y j can be given. Fig. 4 (b) illustrates the data association results using our image processing method.
The direction of a detected edge is φ, a reasonable uncertainty description [34−35] for the edge pixel is given as follows
cos φ sin φ − sin φ cos φ (17) where σ σ σ1 > σ σ σ2, σ σ σ1 is the standard variance along φ. σ σ σ2 is the standard variance along the normal of this edge [36] . The uncertainty Rj for the extracted edge is computed by the transformation:
where Λ m j and Λ n j correspond to uncertainties of the detected edge pixels. 
where R R Ri is covariance forŶ Y Y i and R R Rj for the corresponding image edge Y Y Y j . Let Ci,j = R R Ri + R R Rj. Then the likelihood of the independent information that is available to robot is
The second term of (7) is
MAP estimation leads to an optimization problem, which may be approached with various numerical techniques. In this paper, Newton method [37] is used to estimate the parameter ϕ ϕ ϕ by minimizing the objective function. As shown in Fig. 5 , the algorithm is initialized by ϕ ϕ ϕ k+1|k and covariance P k+1|k . During the iteration, the estimated ϕ ϕ ϕ generates new projected lines (dash dotted lines), which tend to approach the corresponding edges. Because the deviations between prediction and observation features are generally small, the algorithm may perform in the vicinity of the optimal state and rapidly converge to the minimum of objective function. In a systematic viewpoint, our method folds each individual observation and fuses multisensor information in a batch manner. Compared with sequential EKF [38] , this method might avoid the filter divergence caused by the integrating order of different accurate observations. 
Experiments

Localization performance with single run
The following experiments investigate the accuracy performance of our method in a single run. The experimental analysis is based on a series of performance comparisons between SEKF and our method.
We set up the robot at three different positions. We initialize robot state to the value that is adjacent to the actual position. In addition, the initial state covariance is set to a very high level, which indicates that the belief of robot position is poor. Fig. 6 illustrates the projected model lines generated by SEKF (white) and MAP (black), respectively. In these cases, the resulting model lines estimated by SEKF do not approximate the targets. However, this estimation is substantially improved by MAP.
The accuracy of the estimated pose also depends on the number of features visible and their distances from the robot. The corresponding pose estimations of Fig. 6 are listed in Table 1 . In Fig. 6 (a) , the visible features are relatively far from the robot. In this case, the estimation of x coordinate is less accurate due to the camera resolution. However, the estimations of θ and y can be compensated by the vertical goalpost. In the areas where precise robot locations are required (Figs. 6 (b) and (c)), there are enough features available for estimation so that a quite accurate pose estimation is possible. Further data analysis on the above localization performance between SEKF and MAP can be seen from Table  1 . The comparisons prove our method outweighs SEKF in most cases. Especially, in the case of estimation of θ, MAP can provide better approximate results. This fact indicates that our approach may cope with the rapid scene change caused by the heading uncertainty. 
On-the-fly performance
In this section, we conduct an experiment to evaluate on-the-fly localization performance. The principle is that using our method, the robot could have sense of its states and then could go to the given targets.
As shown in Fig. 7 , the desired path consists of a set of given targets. We firstly put the robot at ϕ ϕ ϕ = [1.95, 0, 0] T while the system state is set to ϕ ϕ ϕ 0 = [2.0, 0, 0]
T . With our method, the robot tries to locate itself and goes to the targets. We illustrate parts of 2D trajectories generated by our method and dead reckoning. The state covariance is represented as error ellipse. Trajectory with black ellipses derives from our method, whereas the trajectory consisting of gray ellipses is exclusively obtained through dead reckoning. Without incorporation of visual information, the robot is unable to recover from the wrong positions where the gray ellipses assemble. In addition, the state covariance continuously diverges, which degrades the robot belief about its position. But, with our method, the robot may correct its position and may approximately reach the given targets.
Another experiment is conducted to evaluate the localization performance between SEKF and MAP. We firstly put robot at starting point ϕ ϕ ϕ 0 = [0. 8, 0, 0] T and then make it move along a fixed path. At regular intervals, the robot pose and corresponding image are recorded. These data are regarded as reference values. For comparisons, robot starts at real position ϕ ϕ ϕ 0 while the initial state is set to ϕ ϕ ϕ 0 = [0.85, 0.05, 0]
T . Hence, when robot travels along the original path, the captured image will be the same as the one grabbed at corresponding reference location. Both localization algorithms are applied after 18 frames have been taken. In this case, the robot motion uncertainty has accumulated to a certain degree. Fig. 8 shows the images captured from frames 19 to 24. The resulting projected lines will require several steps to approximate the corresponding edges. Apparently, the error of y component is not corrected properly by SEKF. The reason for this maybe the convergence rate when the observations are sequentially fused. Fig. 9 demonstrates the localization results of our method. From frame 20, the resulting predicted features are much closer to its corresponding targets than those of SEKF. Fig. 10 shows the derivations between reference and corresponding poses estimated by SEKF and MAP, respectively. The estimation of x by MAP approximates to that by SEKF. This may be due to the camera resolution on the depth of field. Map lines away from robot cannot provide accurate references. However, from the estimation of y and θ, we can tell that MAP could generate better estimations than SEKF. 
Discussion
From above experimental results, we could now summarize the features of our system as follows.
Accuracy: This property originates from the MAP estimator, which uses an iterative scheme to get the solution. If the initial pose is close to the true solution and enough environmental features are available to the robot, our method can converge to the minimum quickly. In addition, the application of unscented enables robot to propagate the state accurately.
Robustness: This performance is due to the manipulation of uncertainty. We provide a reasonable error propagation scheme using unscented transform. All these properties improve the flexibility of our system when dealing with occasional errors. Thus, robot could recover from position disturbance to a certain degree.
Conclusion
In this paper, we develop a vision-based self-localization system for our mobile robot in a statistical sense. To fuse the information from camera and odometry, we use MAP estimator to generate relatively better estimate of system state. We developed hierarchical architecture to fulfill onthe-fly self-localization task. This enables us to profoundly understand how the multi-thread and real-time tasks work cooperatively on an embedded RTOS. We consider the uncertainty inherent in the sensor modeling, system state, and measurements. In contrast to the traditional linearization method, we manipulate the random error efficiently by using unscented transform. This generates the accurate mean and associated covariance without explicitly calculating the Jacobeans. Furthermore, we provide a fast-edge detection method and use the statistical Mahalanobis distance for data association. We plan to provide a robust feature extraction method and localization approach, which copes with the ambiguity of data association.
